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i. GRAPHIT SYSTEII, IITTRODUCTION
Cornputer graphics is a po\.rerful tool for the represe:ttation
of complex output. The re.-rson for tlle late development of
the field, in comparison with other aspects of conputing, has
mainly been due to the high costs of the hardware and the
difficulties of designing systems which could serrre a large
number of essentially di11"rent applications.
In recent years the devel'oprnents have shown increasing
momentum; hardware costs have cone down rapidly and po'vrerful
software packages are now availabLe.
HovJever, a compLete system which could serve the entiregraphic needs of the Joint ]lesearch Centre is not yet
r,rarketed. The problem is conplicated by -the wide range of
different act.ivities at the JP,C, each rerluiring a separate
approach to Cor4puter Graphics.
To mention just a few of the present activities:
- Stress analyses of structures
- Shock vrave propagation in fluids t
- Electronic design
- 
llanaqement information
- 
Statistical evaluation
- 2D and 3D functions
- I{apping
The Computing Centre has deliberately chosen for a flexible
approaclr allowing for future exterrsions of the system.
The flexibility is in respect to both the hardrvare and the
software:
- The softvrare systen inplemented at the JRC-Ispra (known as
GRAPIIIT) is device independent.. Any type of graphic device
may be connected in an easy way.
- 
The software functions may be extended, according to the
needs, witlr rxaterials from various sources.
The concept of the (;RAPHIT system is baseC on a flexible and
poiverful Fortran 1ibrar1, of subroutines and the definition of
an fntermediate Graphic Fi1e, whictr is a nurnericaldescription of the prograramecl image.
The efaboration of the Intermediate Graphic File for aparticular device is defined as a separate and independent
operation.
Diagram 1 gives the
confi.guration.
currently (Jan. 19 B'l ) installed
This chapter gives a short summary of each of the numbered
items. The report continues with a more detailed description
of the topics.
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_ Concatenate the SySl.LfBErr.Ty librarv to
necessary libraries. the 
other
_ Calt the routine GSTART before anv clrarrhic output.
- 
Call the routine GEND to close the Internediate GraphicFile at the end of the iob.
- 
Have available a reserved outrrut file with the
snecifications: VS, Lp.ECL=800 r BLKSIZE=8Crl. TheFortran unit number for this file is 16.
For the lineprinter rrranhics it is not necessary to
have an Intermediate Granhic FiIe.
SYSl.LIBERTY
L Orvi6orienedprogrm3
1 .1 The Application ProgramThe application prooram may be anvIlowever, to use the GRAPIIIT systen ror
has to:
F ortr:an nrogram.
crraohj.c output one
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craphic fnhbrory \-/
1.2 The Graohic Librarv S_YSI.LIBERTY q.TY contains al l the
necessary rrortran routines ror qranhic output. The main
\ sub-groups of routines are listerl as foLlorvs:
- Back-end routines to rarrite to the IntermeCi-ate Graphicspile the numerical descrintions of the qraphic
commands.
- 
The routines for linenrinter graohics.
- 
The X-collection for eAsv qrafrhics. Presently these
routines draw 2D qranhs and histoqrans in A4 and A5forrqat. The inaoes are automaticallr, nunbered and all
origin replacernents are suonlieC bv the svstem.
- 
GINOGT?.AF, for 2D plottinq 6f ltistoqrams, functions,
barcharts, piecltarts, etc.
- GfI{O-f , for 2D and 3D plottins wit}r transfomation of
s+'ructures.
- 
cfNlozoiIE, for mai6ing rrroblerns.
- A serles of hiqh-leveI routines from rrarious sourcesfor 3D drawings with hidden line rernoval, qrev
. 
simulation, etc.
1.3 Lineprinter Graohics
ffi the linenrinter is, of course, a
rather crude wav of obtaininq qraohi.cs but f.or a first
scaqning of the results, or a1 <1ata i,nnut ch--ck, it mav
be useful. The routines are enbedded i-n the f;ysl.LfBtlRTY
library and do not reqr:ire an Intermediate Graphic File.
a
1.4 The Intermediate Graghic nile
is in fact a nunerical
description of the desired granhic outDut. The structure
of the file is secluenti.al. The information is in
connressed forr',rat to save on sDace rectuirements. For
exarnrrle, coordinates are mostLv snecified i-n just one
byte.
The basic element
form:
NrXrYrK
is the command unir: of the qeneral
in which:N is the cornmand nurnber
x,Y are coordinates (if relevant)
K is'sn attribute (if relevant)
For example:
1, 2.0, 5.0, 2 means move the nen(2.0r5.0) with pen down.612 Pen colour red required.
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to the coordinates
A11 higher order commands like "draw arc" or alphanumeric
characters are broken down int.o basic plottinq commands,
which gives the system the required flexibility and easy
adapting to additional devices.The Intermediate Graphic File may be segmented into
"pictures", by means of the subroutine PICTIIO(K).A more detailed description of the Intermediate GraphicFile is given in appendix A.
1.s)
1 .6 ) Device Oriented Programs1.7)-
The Device Oriented Programs (5,6,7 - fig. 1) prepare the
magnetic tapes for the off-line plotters. The threeprograms have exactly the same structure. The
Intermediate Graphic File is read and tl're inrlividual
commands are converted to proper subroutine calls for the
chosen device.
Some options are not available on all three plotters.
Eor example, the pen colour is not availabLe on the Gouldplotter. A conrfland for another colour is simply ignored
in this case.
1.8 Device Oriente@
vious ones as it
allows for on-Iine scanning of the Interr.lediate Graphic
File. A number of options exists for cLose and detailed
inspection of the image:
- I{indowing by numerical Specification
- I{indowing by cursor
- Split-screen representation
- Enlarging
- Editing of drawings
1.9 The Calcomp 1136 penplotter
The Calcomp 1136 penplotter has recent.ly been withdrawn
from service by the Computing Centre. However, magnetic
tapes for this device may still be prepared as this type
of plotter is widely used in other research centers.
The plotter uses roll-paper with about 80 cm of height,(y-direction). I{ormally, three pen colour are available.
The device is very useful for large, very accurate
drawings.
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1 .1 0 The Gould 5200 lotter
ter is an electrost,atic drawing device
with 200 points per inch, accuracy 0.0 1 3 cm. The
accuracy is less than for pen pLo\tters but the hicrh speed
aLlows for very large graphic output. The paper speed is4 cm/second, independent of the drawing intensity. Theplottef uses roll-paper with a height of 1 1 inch ( 27
cm). Thus, y values may not be larger then this value.
Without the use of the subroutine PIC?IIO, see 5.3, the
the plotsize in the X-direction nay not exceed 300 cm.
Ilowever, for very large outDut, the mentioned subroutine
in combination with the GOULDX procedure a11ows for aproduction which is limited onl1z bv the size of the
magnetic tape, see 3.2.
The output quality is very good for reproduction.
1.11 The Benson 1102 plotter
The tsenson 1102 plot.ter is a very accurate three colour
penplotuer with the following specifications:
- 
Axial penmovement 5 cm,/sec
- Increrrrent size 0.005 cm
- 
Plotsize in y-direction = paper width 30 cm
The device
output.
is suitable for small but highly accurate
1 .1 2 Tektronix 401 4rl401 5 terminal
4015, of which several are
instalLed at the JRC, are particularly aot for graphics
output at the test phase of new softt'rare products. Thegraphic results may be scanned immediately after the job
is finished. A command language for displaying the
drawing partly or compLetely (including enlargements) has
been developed by the Computing Centre.
The '19 inch screen of the Tektronix offers 1024(x) by
780(y) displayable points or 4096(x) by 3120(y) points in
the enhanced mode.
A hardcopy may be made, offering a guality which is
sufficient for reproduction.
In the following pages all the above mentioned items will be
explained m<jre in detail. Descriptions of particular
subroutines will be given for the basic routines and in those
cases where the software is not from the GINO packages.
All the GINO subroutines are described in the relevant manuals
which are available at the Conputing Support Library.
The Job Control Language definitions as given here are strictly
related to the present mainframe configuration as installed at
the JRC, Jan.1981.
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It is not necessary for the graphic "pupidocument. The information presente<1 is
Levels of cornplexity and objects.
L" to study all of this
divi<led into increasing
This manual- contains a description of the present situation.
ilor^rever, as more options becone available anrl the modif ications
of hardware wilI certainly reouire adaption of the systen, a
method of regular .rnCates has been set uP.
IJach registered user of the graphic facilities will receive the
descriptions of the modifications autonaticaLl-y and other
infornation concerning the graphic applications at the JRC.
Please complete the form at the back of this ridrl[d1 for
registration.
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2. JCL PROCEDURES
2.1 Reservation of an Intermediate Graphic FiIe
Graphic Fite
an on-line disk volume.
The easj.est way 1s do this, is under TSO.
catalogued automatically :
The file wi-1l be
CR.EARES name USER0x RF1 (V) RF2(S) LRf,CL(800) BLKSIzE(804)
in which:
name is the seconcl part of the fu11y qualified name of the
lntermediate Graphic Fil-e; TSOxxx.name
TSOxxx is the user identifier
- USER0X is the volume name, X nay be A, B,C, etc.
A standard quantity of space of 10 blocks with 15 tir:res an
increment of 10 blocks is available for the file which is
equivalent to 10 tracks. Eor most of the applications such
a space is sufficient. If you have a very large graphic
output, the space may be defined larger by t.he QUANT and
IIJCR options.
To look for the available free spaces on the user disl:
volumes, one may use the TSO command FREESPA. [See TSO HELPfor more information].
2.2 L'oreqround execution
To execute a computer program with graphic output in
foreground, one has to concatenate the SYSI.LIIIERTY library
with the other requested Libraries and .Lo define the
Intermediate Graphic Fil,e as an output file. I{orrilally, thisis acconplished by using the LIB parameter to the LOADGO or
LIIIK TSO comraand procedure.
The following TSO command procedure, ca1Ied (for exarnple)
run.CLIST. may be used for the execution:
PROC O
FREEAIL
ALLOC DA ( 1 TSOxxx. namer ) FILE (FT1 6E0(.l1 )
ALLOC PA(*) FILE (SYSPRII'IT)
LOADGO P]iOq.OBJ FORTLIB LIi]( ISYf;1.LIBERTY1 )
FREEALL
E}JD
in which:
run.CLIST is the name of the procedure
TsOxxx.name is the fully qualified name of the Intermediate
Graphic Fileprog.OBJ is the object deck of the program
The terms written in capitals are obligatory.
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Once this procedure has been prepared, you may execute the
program by the commard:
EXEC run.CLIST
In this example it is assu:ned that the input data cones from
the termj.nal and tha outpuE is written to the terminal.
2.3 Batch execution
FoE-EE6EEEuEio:r of an appticatior progran in batch, the
deck composition is as follcws:
// JOB (your JOB card)// ExEc FTGIcLG,P-:1II=1RTY,VLB=C9PrcB,uLB'=DrsK
//cr4P.sYsrtl DD *fortran decl:/*
//GO.Fl16E00 1 DD DSN=TSOxxx. name,UI{fT=DISK,DTSP= (OLD,KIIEP)//fo.sYsrt{ DD *input data
/*
in which:
TSOxxx.name is the fu1ly qualified name of the IntermadiaEe
Graphic File
It is not necessary to specify the volume if the file has been
reserved under TS') (using CPJAR;S) beca,rse it is then
catalogued. Ilowever, if the Intermediate Graphic File has been
reserved in another way without being catalogued, the parameter
"VOL=SER=:... " must be added.
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3. ELABORII.TIO:~ OF THE INTERr.tJmiATE GRAPHIC FILE 
Onca an Intermediate Graphic File has been composed, th~re 
are several ways available to visualize the results. Ti1e 
quickest way is by means of a Tektronix terminal unjer TSO. 
In general this facility is used d~ring the test p~ase. If 
the grarhic output is according to the require~ents, th8 sane 
file may be elaborated for the ~ould or the Benson plotter to 
obtain the definitive results. 
3.1 Graphit- Tektronix 
The 3raphit-Tektronix system uses a set of co~~ands to 
display the entire Intermediate Graphic File or part of it. 
The screen is divided into a scratchpad, on which the 
literal communications between the user and the system are 
displayed and a square projection surface for the actual 
plotting. 
The graphic part of the screen 
sections each of which may 
windowstack may be used to 
definitions. 
may be divided in up to 4 
be adressed separately. A 
memorize up to 26 window 
A time oriented Interrupt system may be invoked for early 
stops during the display of complicated dra\'Jings. 
The cursor may retrieve coordinates from any of 
screenparts for additional window definitions. 
the 
An editing option is available to prepare a report version 
of the image by means .of the hardcopy unit; alphanumeric 
text may be added to the drawing. 
The system runs under TSO. After LOGO!~ with the procedure 
FG1LOG, one has to type: 
GRAPHIT, for the allocation of the necessary files. 
After the READY message type: 
PLOTE filename volume 
in which: 
filename is the fully qualified name of the Intermediate 
Graphic File 
volume is the disk volume. 
3.1.1 Terminology 
The following terminology is used: 
\Hndow - A rectangular part of the complete image as 
represented numerically by the Intermediate File. It 
is specified by coordinates in centimetres: xru:l, 
XNAX, ~~IN, YHAX. 
Windowname - One alphabetical character which names a 
window. 
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nlindowstack 
- 
A serj-es of snec_i-f ied rri-ndor'rs i cOor<lj-nates
in centimetres with their sin3le character '.+indovrnan:.
DisplaYstack - A rnatnix qpncifying nurnericall\, thc
displayed windor.rs l)\, resD?3tirzelv, screentrrpe,
screen2art, coordinates of the r,rindous, cocrdinates of
th,3 vier,rports.
Viervnort 
- 
A rectanlular Dart of the screen rtrhere a
picture, or a r.rin<lor.,r in a Dicture, ma'/ be di-sr;1a'zed.
Coordinates are qirren in s,:reen points.
Scratchpad 
- 
Part of the screen rvl)cre lj.teral
communications betvreen the user anrl t'r,? s!/stem are
displayed.
Screentype - a subdivision of the .;ereen. 4t the rlerault
option, screent.rDe 1, the screen is di.rided in a
scratchpad, Ieft nart, and a s'Tuare in6qg nart.
The image part ilav in turn be di-'zi,la,i. in un to four
parts:
Screentype 2: Dirzision in
Screentyne 3: Division in
ScreentyDe q: Division in
Screenpart
Numerical identification of a nart of the screen:
8trffiffiTyp"tiz34
in vrhich:
S = Scratch.oaC
The screen may belonrl to different screentrznes at
sarne time i . e. corrbinations such as +ll.. f o1lo.l.ri-ncr
allowed:
ffiH e,c
tr'ro subscreens, lrorizontallv
tr,ro sullscreens , vertical lvfour squa::e n.lrts
tlle
al:e
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Plotting mode
After defining the viewport, by screentype and
screenpart, and the window, the user has then to
specify a plotting mode:
n - natural, the X,Y rat.ios remain unchanged, the imageis a reduction or enlarging of the original while
maintainingthe proportions 
.
o - optimal, the viewport is used to its maximal
extend, the XrY proportions may be changed.
r - rea1, starting from the left under point of the
wi.ndow, all distances are maintained. The image on
the screen is an exact projection of the original.
Excessive parts of the window are cut off.
c - copy, same as "real" for the hardcopy output; theimage on the hardcopy is an exact projection of the
original; all distances are maintained from the
bottom left corner of the window. Excessive parts
of the window are clipped.
3 .1 .2 Graphit Commands
Conventions:
only the first four characters of each command are
obligatory
commands and arguments are separated by at least one
blank
a compLete instruction may not exceed 28 characters,
including blanks
requested integers must be written as i.ntegers
real constants may be written as real or as integers
Commands presently available are:
SUMMARY
The system writes a table with the specifications of the
Intermediate File:
Total number of plot operations.
Extreme values of the entire file, picture numbers andpicture extremes, if relevant.
SCREEN m
m is screentype, default m=1 (see table terminology).
BELL xx
xx = ON (default)
xx = OFE'To set the acoustic signal for attention.
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I}ITERRUPT i
During the display of an image the processing stops any i
seconds and waits for a second fevel corunand.
The second level commands are:
INTERRUPT j = change i to jSTOP return to main program(void) continue
default value i=0 bypass, interrupt system.
IfINDOW a xmin xmax ymin ymax
Introduces a ne$, rvindow in the windowstack with an
identifying name a, one alphabetical character. If apreviousfy defined window has the same name, it will be
overr^rritten., otherwise the new definition will be added to
the stack.
STACK
The system writes a table with the window definitions.
DISPLAY K A X
The system displays window a on screenpart k, according to
plotting mode x in which x may be n(natural), o(optimaf),
r(real or c(copy) (see plotting mode definition).
The allowed values for k depend on the current screentype
definition.
DISPLAY k p x
The system displays picture p on screenpart k.
The picture numbering is based on the use of
Subroutine PICTNO(K) in the application program.
CLEAR
Erases screen, cancels display stacl( and sets
count,er of the scratchpad to zero.
CURSOR a m k
A cursor defined window is added to the stack, the
windovrname is ar one alphabetical character, and the
coordinates are estimated according to the window as is
displayed on screenpart k for screentype m.
Second leveL commands:
x - @ for bottom - left corner followed by:
x - @t for top - right corner.The cursor may also be set outside the specified window.
the
the line
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EDIT
Erases screen and repeats the last display command for
each screenpart. i{o messages are \^rritten, to al1ow for
the e<liting and subsequent production of a report version
on the harcoPY unit.At the end - of the displaying, the system stops and the
user may introduce comments on the screen by means of 
- 
the
keyboar3. The alpha-cursor may be placed in any position
by the keys:
Tab Move right
Backspace llove left
LF llove downCTRL-K llove up
Available character sizes for the Tektronix 4015 terminal
are:
I(EYS TOTAL NUIIBER OF CI]ARACTERSLIIIES PI]'l L]ItrE OItr SCRATCHPAD
ESC I 35 74 16
ESC 9 38 81 18
ESC : 58 121 27
ESC , 64 132 30
During the execution of the EDIT Conmand the interrupt, if
any, is bypassed.
Both ASCII and APL characters may be used.
Ilowever, character deLetion is not possible.
ENHAI'ICED
The system uses 4096 x 3120 screenpoints in place of the
standird 1 024 x 780 points to produce more accurate
drawings. This command is only available for terminals
with the enhanced graphics option.
NOzuIAL
The default vafue NORTIAL resets the '1024 x 780
screenpoints.
FRAI,IE
fhe default option FRAIIE draws the rectangular viewport
around the drawing.
IIOFRAIlE
Omits the dravring of the viewPort.
ETII)
Program exit.
- 
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3.1.3 Error messages
The system contains a series of tests
the commands.
SYNTAX BRROR N
N<28 The iitr-th character in
on the validity of
Continuation of the job is normally possible by specifying
the correct instruction. The foLlovring list specifies the
nurnbered nessages.
the command expression is
errot]eous.
IJ=28 Command expression is too long; only a maximum of 27
characters and blanks are allowed.
IJ=35 First 4 characters are not recognized as a command
keyword.
N=50 The required screenpart is not consistent with the
screentype. For example screentlzpe 1 does not allowfor screenpart 2.
U=50 The requested picturenumber or window name does not
exi st.
Itr=81 Command error at interrupt 1eve1, at this moment only
the following commands are legitirnate:
INTERRUPT K (K=integer)
STOP (vorD)
ERROR II'I DISPLA II
Ii=46 Display stack error
Il=83 itequested window not found in window stack
N=84 Requested screenpart not available
iil=85 Erroneous screentype
II=86 Erroneous plott.ing mode
N=87 Error at reading the Intermediate Graphic lriIe
CURSOR ERROR I{
N=53 Requested screenpart
N=54 Requested screenpart
N=55 Negative surface for
does not exist
is empty
requested $rindov,
ERROR IN DISPLAY FILE
The application program does not contain a caII to GEND to
close the Intermediate Graphic File or the program washalted by abend. Sometimes part of the file might bedisplayed by repeating the display instruction.
- 
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3.1.4 Example of cRAPHIT-Tektronix
The following example of the GRAPHIT-Tektronix elaboration
of an existing Intermediate Graphic File uses a part of
the available commands.
The instructions of the operator are given in lower case
characters and the system responses are written in upper
caEe. flre carriage return/ENTER character is marked by a6il.
T't6 demonstration fi1e, SESPIR on volume COPICB, as usedin this example, will remain available to the users for
some time to get acquainted with the system.
is as
@
follows:The sequence of entering the system
Logon TSOname,/password proc (fg1 1og)
*A'Y ,^\
sraphit (cR)READY Vplote sespir copicb
The screen will be c
be displayed:
and the following message wilI
GRAPHIT VERS]ON NOVEMBER 1979
followed by an acoustic signal.
Any instruction to the system is terminated by the bell
signal to indicate the availability for following
commands.
The example shows
command.
the system response to the rsummary'
The total number of the plotting commands for the entire
file is displayed together with the boundary values of the
X and Y coordinates. Ihe following picture numbers aredefined by the use of the subroutine PICTIIO in the
application program.
For each of the segrments .the boundary values are written.
The screen is divided in four subscreens and the segments
8 and 7 are displayed. fhen the rcursorr comnrand is given
to define a window on the first drawing. Ttre cursor
appears twice fcr the bottom-left point and for the
top-right corner of the requested detail. Itre rstack'
command displays the noted coordinates and the related
name of this cursor definecl window.
The windor is twice shown, once r,rithout the viewrrort and
the second time after the command rframer.
The session may be closed by the 'endr instruction.Any sequence for display requests is allowed.
@
learecl
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3.2 GRAPHIT - Gould 5200 olotter
For the preparation of a tape for the Gould.520C nlotter
from the data as suonlieC bv an Internediate Granhi-e Fi!-e,
there exist trro procedures naned,GoIILD anrl GoIILDX.
The procedure GOULD is for graohi'c output or Less than 3
meters of length.(Note. Larcler nroduction reouires the GOTJLDX orocedure
together with calIs to the subroutine PIcTtIo in the
application program. )
This distinction must be rnade because of the particularprooerties of the Gou1d nlotting s.rstenn. A normal
nenrrLotter draws the lines accordino to the soecifieC
coordinates. The Goultl olotter elahorat.es the dra.ring bl,
consecutive vertical lines in dra',vinq seqments of up to 120
inches. This rneans that continuous drar..rings or more than
120 inches in the X direction are not possible. However, if
the PlcTNo definitions of picture secJments are used, the
GoULDx proce.Cure distinguishes t-hese seqments as inderrendent
drawings and processes them consecutively.
The procedure is as follovrs:
// JoB.....
$OC TP9=GRxxxx,Si,Y
$OC II=GOULD T=GRxxxx ABIiIIID=ltrO F=1
EXEC GOULDTTAPE= I GRxxxxr
/ /cLD.FT15F001 DD DSN=TSOxxxx.name,DISP= (OLD, KEEP)
//cLD.sYsru DD *factor, iform, ncony, int
inp(i)
in which:$OC cards are IIASP control cardsfactor is the scale factor. If not srrecified the rrrogram
takes a default value of O .32, beincr the ratio
between the paper heigth of the Gould olotter and the
Calconp plotter
iform is the background Dattern nurnher
= 0 white background (der2uIt)
- 
1 squared backqround
=-1 black backqround with erased linesint is the line intensitY:
=-2 triple intensitv
=-1 double intensity
= 0 normal (default)
= t half intensitl,'
= 2 one-third intensitvino(i) are the picture number specitications.
default: A1l pictures will be drawn.
GRxxxx is the number of the labelled tape (Note 
- 
tape must
be 9-track, 1600bni)
(format 116.2,3i6)(format 1 2i6)
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TSOxxxx.nane is the fu11y qualified name of the Intermediate
Graphic Fi1e. If this file is not catalogued, one
must also specify the volume name.
3.3 Graphit - Benson 1102 plotter
The proceduie for the processing of the Intermediate Graphic
File to a tsenson tape is as follows:
// Jog.....$oc tpg=cnxxxxrsL,Y
$OC M=BENSON T=€ilxxxx ABEI'ID=NO F=l
/ / D(EC IiEI'ISON,TAPE=rGRxxxxi
,//BNS.I'T1 5f001 DD DSN=TSOxxxx.name,DfSP= (OLDTKEEP)
//BNS.SYSIN DD *factor (format F6.2)
inp(i) (format 12i6)
in which:factor is the scaling factor. If omitted the program
multiplies all coordinate values by 0.37. This is
the ratio between the Benson plotter y-size and the
Calcomp plotter y-size
inp(i) are the desired picture numbers as supplied in the
application program by the ca1ls to PICTIIODefault: All pictures will be processed.
cRxxxx is the number of the labelled tape with density 1500
BPI.
TsOxxxx.name is the fully qualified name of the Intermediate
Graphic Fi1e.
- 18 -
4. I,I}IEPRINTER, GRAPIIICS
Plotting functions on a linenrinter is, of course, a rather
crude way of obtaining graphics, but for: a first scanninq of
the results and for inout verification it nav be useful.
Presently this chapter contains onlv one routine with a verv
' simDle callinq sequence for easrr use.
4.1 XPRPLT
The calling sequence is as f o1lor'rs:
CALL :IPRPI,T (X,Y,Ttr,I'I,NY) \
in which:
X is a vector containinq. N abscis .zalues
Y is a matrix with dinensj-ons (rIY,rtA) . Each column mav
contain :I ordinate values
tf is the number of coordinate pairs with N(NY
I{ is the nunlf,er of curves to be plottetl r,rith the
limitations 11d10 and II(MA
NY is the dimensional 
.column lenqth of matrix Y
The results are printed over 80 colurnns and may consequentl)t
also be used for-a printer olot on the 2741 terminal
The print slrmbols for the different curves are 1r2r.. etc.
For the crosspoints of the curves the symbol 'll! is printed.Text information may be adCed beneath the diagram by a
simple VIRITE statement.
- 19 -
Examole of Use in batch
// JO8(YOUR JOB CARD)t cLAss a// EXEC FTGtCG,PRN.ERTVTULB.DI9(rUL8.C0PICB
.//cmP. svslN DD tC NAIN PROGRAN TO DENONSTRATE XPRPLT SUBROUTINE
DItfENSIoN X( t00O r,Ya5OO,eO'
D0 100 I.1,30X(I).FL0AT(I)-5.0
Y( I,1 )'X( I lll?
Y(1,?1..1OO.0-Y(I,1)
lOO CONTINUE
CALL XPRPLT(X,Y, 30,?,50O'
URITE ( 6, 1 IO )I10 FORNAT(' EXA]IPLE OF OUTPUT BY XPRPLT ROUTIT{E')
STOP
ENT)/l
Example--qLTSO Usaqe(lines typed by user are shown in lower case)
t tst tpgraph. fort
LPGRAPH. FORT
OOOSO C NAIN PROGRAN TO DENONSTRATE XPRPLT SUBROUTINE00060 DrnENsIoN x<Loeot,Y(5oo.?o,OOOTO DO 100 I.1,30OOOSO X( I ).FLOAT( I )-5.000090 Y(I,1).X(I)lt?OOIOO Y(I,al.lOQ.O-Y(lcl)
ootto 100 coltTlltuE
ost?o cALL XPRPLT(X,Y,30,?,5OOt
oot3o URITE(6,110)OOIIO lIO FORIIAT(' EXAIIPLE OF OUTPUT BY XPRPLT ROUTIT{E')ootso 5T0Poot60 ENI)
READYfort tpgraphGl CO]IPILER ENTEREI)
SOURCE ANALYZED
PROGRAi NAIE . IIAINI }IO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATEI)
READY
loadgo tpgraph fortttb tfb(,sgsl. ltbcrtg, )
Output (see example on next page) rrrill be produced on terminal.
-20-
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5. JASTC R,OUTIIIES
This chapter descrj.bes sorne basic routines vrhich arefrequently used. Some of these subroutines are fron the GfNOpackages. Others are developed at the JRC to facilitate thegraphic t.aslls and satisfy tl're requirenents of the GR-APIIIT
sys ten:I.
5.1 GSTART
The subroutine GSTART must b,: calleC before any graphic
operation:
CA.LL GSTART
i s. z 
"u,u,
The subrout:ne GEND must be the last qraphic call to close
the Intermediate Graphic File proper:11,:
CALL GEI'ID
5.3 PTCTNO
The subroutine PICTNO allorvs the usel: ti: segrnent theIntermediate Graphic File :
C,I.LL PICTNO (K)
in rvhich Ii are consecutive integer: numbe::s, up to 255.
PICTI'IO is called before the related segment. The routine
stores the X value of the current pen position. At the
elahoration of the Intermediate Graphic FiLe, either by
neans of the Tektronix or at the preparation of a tape for
one of the plotter, the user may address a segment by its
number. AlL the pen movements between the coordinates X(l()
and X(K+1), will then be plotted.
5.4 SHIFT2
The routine to move the zeropoint of the axis system is asfollows: 
.- CALL SHIFT2(DX,DY)
The original zeropoint of the axis system is the left underpoint of the drar,ring surface.DX and DY are the displacements in centimetres (rea1
arguments).
An equivalent shift routine for 3D soace rvill be discussedin the chapter on transformations.
Note. A shift transformation as caused by this routine does
not appl1, to characters unless CHASI{I is caIIed, see 5.6.3.1
-22-
5.5 Pen movements
Although neither the Tektronix 4015 nor the Gould plotter
have actually a npen", the concepts of preparing an image
with some writing instrumentr an electronbeam or a series of
activated points on the electrostatic writing head, is
caLled a pen movement.
The SYSl.LIBERTY library distinguishes:
- absolute movements
- relative movements
5.5.1 MOVTO2
Ttre calling sequence is:
CALL MOWO2 (X,Y)
By this command the pen is rnoved to the coordinates XrY in
centimetres, in relation to the current axis system, which
is the initial axis system, (zero point left under of
drawing space), modified by calls to SIIIFT2 (absolute
movement) .
' Duri.ng this operation the pen does not lrrite.
5.5. 2 r.tOVBY2
Ttre calling sequence
CALL
The pen is moved over(relative movement).
5.5.3 Lnrro2
is:
MOVBY2 (DX,DY)
the distance (DXTDY) without writing
from the present pen
in centimetres, in(absolute movement).
The calling sequence is:
CALL LINTO2 (X,Y)
The pen writes a straight lineposition to the coordinates X,Y
' relation to the current axis system
5.5.4 LINBY2
' Ttre calling sequence is:
CAI,L LINBY2(DX,DY)
The pen writes a straight line from the present penposition over a distance of DXrDY centimetres (relative
movement).
-23-
5.6 Characters
Many routines are available for the drawing of character
strings. However, for sj.mple applications only a few wifl
be mentioned here. Extensive information is supplied by the
GINO-F manual.
5.6.1 CHAHOL
The calling seguence is:
CALL CIAHOL ( 17r{IfRrTE CIIARACTER*. )
in which:
1 7 is the nurnber of characters including r'. , but excludingthe character II which stays for "Hollerith".
The routine writes the character string starting fron the
present pen position. fhe string should not exceed 140
characters and must be closed by t*.t. After the writing
the pen remains at the bottom right-hand corner of the
last character.
Additionally one may define upper case and lower case
characters:
+L means shift to lower case
*U means shift to upper case
For example:
CAIL CHAHOL (Z3r{[{*LRTTE *UC*LHARACTER*.)
is displayed as Write Character
5.6.2 CHASTZTtre routine CIIASIZ defines
characters. If this routine
readable size is chosen as the
Ihe calling sequence 5.s:
CAIL CHASTZ (WIDTH,HEIGHT)
in which:
WIDTH and HEfcHT are the
centimetres.
standard dimension in
5.6.3 Inclinatj.on of ctraracter strings
The folloring routines belong in fact to the chapter on
transformations but as the inclination of character
strings is also frequently required for simp.le
applications, a short description is given here.Any transformation routine, like SHIFT2, ROTAT2, etc.
transforms the axis system. However, character drawing is
excluded from these conversions unless expliciuely stated.
the size of the single
is not caIled, an easydefault option.
-2't-
5.6.3 .1
5.5 .3.2
CHASWI
llhe calling sequence is:
CALL CHASWI (K)
in which:
K=0 default, axis transformations do not apply to
character strings
K=1 switches qharacter transformation on.
ROTAT2
The calling sequence is:
CALL ROTAT2(A)
The axis system is rotated counterclockwise over an
angle of A degrees.
A11 following, drawing commands are in relations to the
new axis systdm.
If this routine is only used to write a character string$rith a certain inclination, the progrEunmer has to
reposition the coordinate system afterwards by an
opposite rotation.
t{ote in the fcillowing example (5.7) that after the first
rotation 'the X-axis is vertical. Ttris determines the
argurnents in the subsequent application of the I{OWO2
routine.
-25-
5.7 Exarnple of basic granhic ro
utines
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6. EASY GRAPIIICS
A basic problem of cornputer graohics, next to, the rather
complex nature of the discinliire, is that the averaqe user
seems to avoicl a profound knowledqe of the field, as he
considers these facilities as secondarv to his nain
objectives.
To assist such a "casual" user of the granhic facilities, a
series of simplified routines harze been tleveloped and
installed, called the X-coLlect-ion.
The qeneral characteristics of these routines are:
- 
The name starts with X
- 
All displacements of oriqins for a new image are
autornatically handled. The user is not obliqed to think
about the actual placernent of a oicture en tlre drawing
surface
- 
The pictures are automaticallv nrrrnbered for eas\zdisplaying. Graphs start vrith nicture number 1 00 and
histograms start rtrith picture nurnber 150
- 
The calling sequences are keDt as sirnple as possible
- 
Application of additional routines for more sophisticatedgraphic output remains rrossihle
!,resent1r/ onlv 2D crraphs and histoqrams in A4 and 45 format,
with logarithmic and linear scales, are oossitrle. In thefuture the collection will be extended according to user
requirements.
6 .1 }iGRAF4
The calling sequence to produce an All-fornat granh is:
CALL XGRAF4 (X,Y,N, K,L)
in which:
X is a yector with the abscis values
-'l is a vector with the ordinate rzalueslI is the numher of coordinate rrairs
K=-1 x-axis logarithmic, y-axis loqarithmic
K=0 x-axis linear, 1z-axis linearK=1 x-axis logarithmic, y-axis linearI(=2 x-axis linear, y-axis loqarithrni_c
L=0 horizontal Alt format
L=1 vertical A4 format
6.2 XCRAFs
The calling sequence is:
CALL XGRAE 5 (X, Y,Itr,I(, L)
-27 
-
The definition of the arguments is the same as for XGRAF4.
The routine produces an A5 format graph.
6.3 XGRAE'
The routine XGRAF serves to add an additional curve to the
latest graph as set up by either XGRAF4 or iiGRAFs-
The calling sequence is:
CALL XGRAF(X,Y,N)
in rvhich:
:( and Y are the two vecto!:s containing the il coordinatepairs.
If the values of X and Y excee.l t-he present axis systeril, the
excessive values are omitted.
6.4 XHTST4
The calling sequence is:
CALL XHIST4 (Y, N,K, F,XI,, ]{I{, L)
This routine produces a histogran in A4 form.1t.
Y is a vector containinq the colursn heiqhts
il is the number of columns
K=0 the y-axis is linear
K=1 the y-axis is loga::ithnic
Ir is the i{idth of the column on the interval expressed as
fracticn: 0<F\<1 .0; F=l .0 gives a histogram vrithout
vertical lines
xr is the x-value lovr, nrnimum X valrrei t-his value is the
centre of the first interval on the X-axisXH is the X-va1ue high, maxi-mum X va.Lue; this value is the
csntre-value of the last i,nterval of the histogram
L=0 horizontal All-format
L=1 vertical All-fornat
6. 5 ](IIIST5
The calling sequence is:
CALL XHIST5 (Y,}I,Ii,F,XL,XII ,L)
The Cefiniticn of the arguments is the sane as for XIIIST4.
The routine produces an A5 fortrat histogram.
-28_
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DEIIONSTRATION PROGRAN EASV GRAPHICS
DIflENSI0N X( 100 ),Y( 100 )
THE t.NLL TO GSTAR? I5 NANDATORV FOR GRAPHtCS APPLICAIIONg
CALL GSTART
CONSTRUCT A FUNCTIO?{
NP0INT'50
DO 100 I.l,NPoIilTYtI).FLOAT(l)
100 \'( I ).X( I )ll2+5.O
DRAU A GRAPH A5 FORi'IA? HORIZONTAL, LTNEAR X, LINEAR Y
CALL XGRAFS( X,Y,NPOINT,O,O }
CONS?PUCT A SECOND FUNCTION
DO lao l.l,NPOINIlao Y( I ).0.51V( I )
ADD THE SECOilD FUNCTION ?O THE GRAPH A5 HORIZONTAL
CALL XGREF( X,V,NPOINT'
DRAII A HISTOGRAN A5 FORNAT HORIZONTAL, LINEAR Y
CALL XHl5T5(V, tO.O.O.?, L.O. tO.O,O I
?HE CALL TO GETD I5 
'.IANDATONV 
TO END GRAPHICS APPLICATION
CALL GEND
STOP
END
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7. EASY CRAPIIICS, I1ORE SCIHISTICATF:D
The routines of the previous charr+-er are desicJnerl for a quj.c!',
and easy checking of data. Tcr exanrrle, Larqe quantities of
input data may be rrerifiecl bv some si.tr,le granhs.
To maintairr the sinplicit'r, no 6ilgjons are available in tlc)(-collection for the addition of titles or other conr,rents on
tire granhic outDut.]f the programner rvishes to produce n<lre soohistj.cated graohs
and histograns, he r^riIl have to si-udv the Gf\oGr,-AF manualr
where aI1 f acilities f or tl-)e Dro,lucti-on of oraphs,
histograrns, bar charts, etc. are speci':ier1 .
H(xr'ever:, as all the options o! the entire S1 51.J.ItsIIlTY
library are intecrated, one nay coF.bine other subroutines
rrith those of the X-col1ecti-on to olrtain a nore connlete
outfut.
' In this chantel: an exarnnle i-s cti.ren in vhich alphanumel:ic
information is added to an imaqe ae nrodttceri l'rrr tl-rc XGP-AFS
routine. Ilctuivalent rr::ocetlures rnav be annl j-ec1 f or t-he
drarvinqs by the XIIIST rcut-ines.
7. 1 CA.ASPA
The routine GRASPA sel:ves to
centimet-res of a noi-nt in the
svstem.
The caliinq sequence is:
CP,LL G'}ASPA (FX, FY, X, Y)
in rihich
r:( and nY are a pair of function rzalue
most recent set-uD gral'rh)( and y are the resultinq coordinates
fi-nd the coordinates in
nrerri-ous1v const-ructed axis
coordinates of the
in centirnetres
Once GFASPA has been called, the usel: nav move the pen to
the calculated coordinates .'(rY and consequentlv r..rrite some
alphanurneric information bv the routine CIIAIIOL.
The necessarv routines are describe<1 in the chanter on krasic
routines. The next Daraqraph sunpli-es an exam::le.
PLea-se studyz carefulll/ t\e exj.qenc.z of the arqurnents !-n the
statement CILL I'lo\/TC)2 (YEt,-Xn) .
The same routine GRASP.\ has to he used t-o neno::i-ze t-he Den
position bef'orc title r+ri.tlnq. Once the ti+-les h.ave been
.tritten, the pen must be morzecl to the storecl coordinates,
for the following graohs.
-32-
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B. 2D EUNCTIOT{ GRAPIIS, cI:IOGP.AF
GIItrOGRAF offers facilities for orodrrcing graphs, histograms,bar charts and pie charts rrsing one of trvo dif.ferent methods.f'Iith t,he first nethod, tlte graoh is nroducerl brr a sinple
single call routine whieh perfons auto:laticaLl'r t-he scali-ncy
and annotation. 11-- may he calleC "Ea.;y GJIIOGD-AFn.However, conpared to the +acj.liti_es of the nreviously
described Easy Graphics, the user \as to take car:e of size
<lef initions, rerrlacenents in the liield o+ dravrinq and
numberincl of the individual seqrrlents 
t
The second ne-uhoC, called "So::iristicated r;fltrOC'gn'r, of fers an
' extensive nunber 9f ontions to Dr:oCuce a soohisticatedgraphic outDut.
As all the a\-'ailab1e routines are describeil in the GII'IOCRAF
rnanual, this chapter wj-11 lirnit t-h: descrintions to so:ne
exaroples and an additional feeture 
'rrh-ich is nossibl-e throughthe in-house derreloired GREYSf routine.
The examples in the GI^IO-F Ynadual should he used r+ith care as
there are solre errors in ther,r.
B. 1 Easy GITtrOGRAP
Ti"re followinq ro:rtines are arrailable to produce comnletegraohic Dictures:
GR\F 
- 
conplete X,y g!:aDhs
GRAPOL 
- add a curve to last X,y oraoh
IIISCHA 
- 
cornplete histoqran drarving
GF.AHIS 
- add a histogran to last co'nnlete his.-ogram drarving
BARCIIA 
- 
cornplet,e barctrart drawinq
GRABAR - add second bar rerrresentation to last- comnletebarchart
PIECIIA 
- 
connlete niechart
The descriptions of these routines are found in the CT\OIPAF
nanual. The actual nlace in the <lrarvinq are.1 is snecifiedbv the routine I''IND02. After the anplication one has to
call the routine STIIIDOL{(0) to svritch r,sindovrinq orf . Because
all displaving outside a snecif ierl rvin:lo.,r is nulli f ied.
Caution: Af- nresent there is a restriction to the followinf
use of the routines snecifie4. The above nentioned routines
cannot be use.l toqether \rith SITIET2 ca1ls in the application
program.
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8. 2 Sonhisticated GfllocRArl
GIITOGMF offers an extensi\/e set of subroutines to comnose
sophisticated 2D reflresentation of qraohs, hj.stograns and
barchar:ts.
]i.iach of the follor,rinq actions requires a seDaraf-e subroutine
calI:
- 
Define the rrlace of the axj.s on the dra'ring surface
- 
Define the scaling of the axis
- 
Define the grid and draw the axis
- 
Drard the curve
- 
Add titles
itr" exarnples as c;irren in the next paragranh, show the
flexibility of the system. Aqain, for the ful1 description
of thc subroutines we refer to the GITIOCRAF rnanual.
The first example shotvs a graoh vrith linear scales and tr'ro
curves; one obtained hy strairlht lines betrreen the re'etrer.c4points, the other by snoot-hina of the curve bv cuiric snLine.
The size of the characters mav be chancJed h" the routine
CIIASIZ
Tlre routine GD.ASYJVI puts the srrnbols on the ref erence noint-s :
A set of B different centralized s.rn'ro1s is avai.lable.
Ilor,rever if this set is too smal1 t-or ce::tajn aonlications,
]rou may retrierze the coordinates of the reference noints i>rrthe rolrtine GRASPA(E'X,Fy,X,v) in rvhich FY,FY are functj-nn
coordinates rralues and X and Y are rcsult-i.nq coordiaates in
centimetres of the r:eference Doint. A nove to (X,Y) and
subsequent writino of any apnronriate character qives
equivalent reaults.
The sarne technique is used to add labels to the drawing.
This procedure has been exnlained in section 7.
The routine GF.ID takes care of the rlrar^rin-11 of the axis
system and background pattern, i-f vranted. Ilovrever, t\n'o
ca1ls to A:(IDRA, respectivel.r for the x-axis and Y-axis nay
produce a graph rrrithout the frame: onl'/ tlle axis are drawn
in this case.
Example 3 shows the dangers of smootiring; vrhen the
variations in Y-values are larger the cubic spline srroothinq
is absolutelv unrealistic. Better restrlts mav be obtaineC
by the introduction of additional noints by linear
interpolation.
Example 4 shovrs a more cornnlicated histoarami t\'ro sets 6f
column heiqhts are represented in cne <lrarving. The nodel isgiven here as an i1lustrati-on of the flexibilitv of the
svstem. The function rralues of the hars are converted into
centirqetres on the drar'ring srrrface bv the routine GP'AspA.
The shading o! the colrrmns is done by the rotrtine GREYST,
whlch does not belonq to GII'loGRj\F set.
-37 -
8.2. 1 G]LSYS]
The GD.EySf routine shades nolrzcrons of anr/ tvDe, convex,
concave or extra conca\/e, r^rith nal:a1le1 1ines.
The calling sequence is:
CALL GPE'IST (X, Y, }I,lIL,ALFA, K)
in nhich:
X and Y are two vectors containi-ng the coordinates in
centimetres of the verticqsl
lI is the number of vertices
IJL is the number of naralIel lines per centirietre
IlLFA is the angle in degrees uith nositive Y-axis of
the parallel shading lines
K=0 no po1'ygon contour is drawn
K=l the polygon contour is also disolayed
-38-
! PRoCRAII ?0 DEIIoNSTRATE SoPHISTICATED CI||oGRAF
rl
DITIENSI0N \( lO r,Y( rO),;( 10)
DATA x 0.O, I .O,a.O,3.O, 1.O,5.O,6.e,7.O,A.O,9.O/
DATA \' 0. t1, 3. 0,5. O, 4. O, 2.O, 6. O,A. O, lO.O,a.O.3. O /DATi Z 4.O,5.0,S.5,.r.5,a.5, 5.5.?.9, 12.O.9,O,9.O/
CALL GSTART!. DEFINE CHARACTER SIZE
r'ALL CHASIZ(O. l5,O.a5 
'cr'tr ExAtttPLE I rtrrlrtrrr
cC DEFINE PLiCE OF AXIS IN FIELD OF DRAUING
CALL PICTNO( I )
C,rLL AxIPOS(0,e.O,2.O,6.O, I t
cALL AXIPoS(0, ?.0,?.O, 4.O,? tC DEFINE SCALING
cALL AYI9CA( 1,9,O.O, tg.O, L I
cALL AXIsCA( t, L?,O.O, t?.O, e tC DEFINE GRID AND DRAU AXIS
CALL GPID(-a,t,t )C DRAU THE CURUE9'UITH SMOOTHING AND UITH STRAIGHT LINES
CALL GRACUR(X,Y,IO} \CALL GRNPOL(X,Z,1O)C PUT sYI'IBOL9 ON Y-POINTS
CALL riRA9Yll( X, Y, tO,6,O'
c
crr ExnrPLE e rrrlttltrr
I(,
to
I
c
c
c
c
DEFINE HIs?OGRAI'I AXIS IN FIELD OF DRAUING
cnLL 9HtFTar 1e.O,O.Ot 'CNLL PICTNO(E I
CALL AXIPOS( t,0.A,e.0,6.O,1 I
CALL AX I PoS ( L ,O.O ,e ,O ,1 ,O ,? tDEFINE SCALING
CALL AxtSCA(5, tO,O.O,9.O, | |
c4LL nxtScA( t, t?,o.0, te.o, et
DRAU A HISTOGRAT'I
CALL GPAHIS'Y,IO.O.8)
CTLL GRID(0. I, I )
co
tr
x
1,
5
P
o
a
c
l_ir
q)
H
c;)
z1
ta
P.
o
rf
lJ-
r)))
at
op.
ctl
ct
ctt
c
c
c
c
E\rrmPLE 3 rlllrrltrt
DEFTNE A\ts IN FIELD OF DRAUINGC'ILL SHIFTaT lZ.O,O,O tC'ILL PICTNO(3 )
aAaa AirPos(o,?.o,e,o,6.o, \ |iI[[ exiposte, e.o,?.o, 4.o,2,
nEFINE St'ALINGleul irtscet t,9,o.o, 10,o' | \inIi nxtscrr r, re,o.o'1?'o,e t
otFire cnto ANn DRATJ Axls
CALL GRID(3,1,1'i,iAu ixe cuiuE uIrH SrloorHING
CALL GRACUR(X,Z,IO)
CALL GRAPOL(X,Z,1O )
EXAT4PLE 4 rttllltltr
NEFINE AXIg IN FTELD OF DRAUING
cALL SHtFTe( l?.o,0,ot
CALL PICTNO(4 )iali exlpost r,o,o,?.o,5,o,1 )iAlt- nxipost r;o.a,e.o, 4,o,e,
DEFIIIE SCALtNG
aaLa AxtscA(5, to.s.o'9,o, 1 t
ca[[ ixt-:cn, t, lz,o.o, t?.o,et
DRAU lUO HISTOGRAT'I5
CALL GPID(8.1,I );;ii iir6;iEi i: 2, ts,o.s,s.o's. s, o. 3, 10, e0, 4s' 0, I 3s' 0 )
CLOSE FILE9
CALL CEITD
STOP
END
I
to
I
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
.: 
100 
140 
150 
SUPROUTINE TYOHIS<VA,ZA,NINTS,VBEG,VEND, 
1Fl,F2,Nl,N2,ALFA1,ALFA2l , 
TWOHIS DRAWS TUO SETS OF HISTOGRAMS 
IN A PRESET AXIS SVSTEM 
VA AND ZA ARE THE COLUMN HEIGHT VECTORS 
HINTS IS NUMBER OF INTERVALS 
l'BEG AND VEND ARE EXTREMES OF X-AXIS 
Fl AND F2 ARE COLUMN YIDTHS AS FRACTION ON INTERVAL 
fil AND N2 ARE PARALLEL SHADING LINES PER CENTIMETER 
ALFAl AND ALFA2 ARE INCLINATION OF SHADING LINES 
DIMENSION VA<l!,ZAC1!,XCS!,VCS!,XXCS>,VVCS!,NNC2l,F(2l,ALFA<2l 
F \ll•Fl 
FC2l•F2 
NN<l >-Nl 
NN<2~<N2 
AlFAC 1 )•ALFA1 
ALFAC2 l•ALFA2 
DELTA•CVEND-VBEGl/FLOAT<NINTS-1! 
DO 150 K•1,2 
DO 140 1•1,NINTS 
X<1l•FLOATti-1>*DELTA+VBEG-0.SlDELTA+<1.8-FCK!l*0.S 
X<2!•FLOATC!!lDELTA+VBEG-0.SlDELTA-C1.0-FCK!l*0.5 
X< 3 !•XC2 l 
XC4l•XC1l 
)1(5 )•)I( 1) 
V( 1 !•0.0 
Vl2l•0.0 
V l) l• IF<<! l 
IF<K.EQ.2l i()l•ZACil 
V<4l•V<3l 
VlS l•V' 1 l 
DO 100 J•t,<; 
CALL GRASPA<XCJ>,V<J!,XX<J>,VVCJ!l 
f'P•S 
CALL GREV5J(~X,VV,NP,NNCKl,ALFACKl,1l 
CONTINUE 
CONTifiUE 
RETURN 
END 
2
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9. GITIOZOITE I{APPING
The package GIIIOZOTIE is an inteqral part of the SYS1.LIBERTY
Iibrary.
It has been designed for rnanrring problerns ircluding
geographical statistical data representation.
As of yet no tests have yet been cerforned at the Connuting
Centre.
Ilowever, interested parties mav consult the GUIoZONE'nanual
and apply the package.
In a future rrersion of this docurnent infornati-on r^rill he
included about the use of CTII^ZONE.
-44-
10. 3D COTTPUTRR GIIAPIIICS
The development of qrapiric fe!)resentation in three
dimensions is a rather complicated task. xspeciallv as the
consequences of the trans:formations in 3D sDace arefrequentlv difficult to han,lle. The proqrammer is stronqly
advi sed:
- 
to keep separated the actual aoplication nroqrarn and the
adjoined qrarhical part
- to develop the gfaphics part step b./ step and to check the
results as frequentlv as possible
- to keep the subrout_ine ca1ls for transformations as
elementary as possible
The cleveloprnent of 3D araohic results reouires the
availabilitv of a graphic terminal; the turn-arounC time fo::plotter output is too lonq for testi_nq. l\s an exampl-e, th,?illustrative programs in the next paraqraphs required about40 tines a compi-lation and execut_i.on to obtain the qranhic
results.
10. 1 clrro-F
The GfIIO-F packages contain the basic routi-nes rior 2I)
nlotting and all the higher 1eve1 routines for
transformations in space. It is aCvis.able for the firsttrials in 3D not to use all the sophisticated options such
as switchinq transforrnations on and off. 
I
T\^ro basically different nethods are available for 3I)plotting:
- Working on a fixed coordinate system and commanding thepen movenents in 3D space as is rlone in the first
exarnple. Ho\^rever, f or complicated drawings suchprocedure is not advisable because of the unnecessarv
computing of all the coordinates.
- Desiqning in 2D those Darts of the projected object vrhich
occur in planes, followed by assernbling of the 2t)
elements by the available transformations. The
manipulations with the ,TRC conputer qraphics emblern is an
example of this method.
Both methods may of course be mixed. r-rurthermore an
assemblage of 2D elements into a 3D obiect, mav in turn be
used as an entitv. The whole object mav be shifted,
rotated, sheared and scaled rvithout any modification of the
actual subroutine.
A detailed discussion on a1I aspects of cfItO-F in the
context of this document would be superfluous as thedescription is alreadrr qirren in the GINO-E manual.However, we strongly advise any progrrammer vrho trrishes to
use the package, to start r.rith the qiven examples and to
experiment by adding additional features
-45_
10.1.1 Example of GIUO_F apnlicati.on
The oi'ren exarnple is a verw simple ilLustrati-on of 4ir:ect
3D olotting. A11 conm.andc for t-he rren movements in 3D
space may be used.
only one transformation is necessar'1r, (CALL SIIIFT3), toposition the origi-n more torvards the centre of the
drarving surface as the default axi-s-svsten has the orioin
at the left under: noint of the drarn,ing strrface with th<:
z-axis nerpendicular +-o this rllane.
Tlre rou+-ine AXON3 defines the vi.ew poiilt.
-46-
.16 q
''RO,
PROCRAN TO DEIONSTRNTE 3D COIIPUIER GRAPHICS
CALL GSTART
CALL 5HlFT3(e.O,5,O,O.e'
CALL r'louTo3 ( 0. o,o.o,o.o t
CALL iX0N3( 5.0,eO.O,ee.o t
caLL CAR?ES(5.0 )
CALL lt0u?03(,1. e,O.O,e.O t
CALL Llr{lo3(0. o, 1.o,e.o t
CALL LtNlo3(0.o,o.o, 1.o,
CALL LIrll03(.1. O,O.O,0.0 |
CALL CEND
STOP
END
SUEROU1INE CARTES( 5IZ )
CERIES DRAUS ?HE PRESENT AXIS SYSTEiI
ceLL nouTo3(0. e,o.o,o,o t
CALL LINBV3(SlZ,O.O,0.O'
CELL CHAHOL(3HXT. }
CALL n0ur03(0. o,o,o,o.o,
ceLL LINBv3( O. O,5lZ,O.O t
CNLL CHAHOL(3HY!. )
ceLL ir0ur03(0. o,e.e,o.e,
CALL LIlrBY3(0. O,0.e,SlZ'
CALL CHAHOL(3HZT. )
ceLL n0u?03(0. o,o.e,o.0 t
RETURN
END
I
s
*J
I
10 . 1 .2 Exarnple 2 of cINO-l- anplication
The centrc routi ne JtC is a su!"rroutine rrroqramne<1 in a 2D
space, whrch resides in the SYS1.LTBtrD.TY librarv. After:
chosing a particular Dlace for the axis sl/stem, nerform=dby a call to SHInT3, and the rlef inition ot- l--ire vie'rnoint
by A:iOIl j, the enblem is shor.rn i-n 3D space. i/ariations i::
the arguments of A\C;'I3 r^ri1i nrodrrce di.fferent Dictures.The 2D iricture renains fixerl to its place in t'Le X-Yplane. A rotation by Ito-AT3 on thc X-axis o.rer 
-90
@s sho.rrs that the '.rhoIe exis q.lstem i-s rotated; thez-axis points norr to the to: of the dravrinq surface and
the y-ax!.s points bac]:wards.,
The routine JP.CBOX is an entitv; j.t rnav be calIed at an.,
monerrt, after fixing the place of the axis slrstern and the
viervpoint. The consecrrtive noverxents of the comolete
axis systern including the actual enblen, na.r be followedby the sequence of ca1ls to the subroutines.
-48-
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SUBROUIINE CARTES(SIZ )
CARTES ORAUS THE PRESENI AXIS SVSTEI'I
!^ALL t!0UT03(O. O,O.O,O.O'
r'ALL LINBv3r 5IZ'O.0,O.O I
CALL CHAHOL( 3HXT. )
CALL r'l0ur03( o. t,o. o,o.o I
CALL LINEv3(O. g,9lZ,0,O I
CALL CHAHOL(3HY,. )
oALL norrTo3( 0. o,o.o,o.o,
CALL LrrEv3(0.O.O.O.5lZ'
IALL CHAHOL(3HZT. )
oALL I'ioUTO3(0. O,O. O,O.O t
RE?URN
END
SUBROUTINE JCRBOX( 5IZ )
JCREOX PRODUCEg A 3D €IIELEII BASED OI'I 2D DRAUING
cALL frouTo3( 0. 0,0.o,o,e,
SHIFT AD EiIBLEI'I PARALLEL TO X-Y PLANE
CALL 5HIFT3(0.O,O.O,9lZ'
DRAU AD ENBLEI'I
CALL I'IoUTO3(0. O,O.0.O.O'
CALL JRC(SIZ )
RO?ATE ON V-AXIS
CALL RoraT3(4,90.0 )9HIFT PARALLEL TO X-Y PLANE
CALL SHIF?3(0. O,O.O,5lZl
DRNU ED Ef'IBLEN
CALL n0uT03(0. o,o,o,o.o t
CALL JRC( SIZ )
HOU 
-TOP OF BOXROIATE ON X-AXIs
cALL RoTAT3(1,-90.0)
;rouE T0 roP 0F Box
cAL!. 5HIF13( e. O,O,O.StZ t
DRAU ED ENBLEN
CALL Ir0Ut03(0. o,o.0,o.o t
CALL JRC(5IZ)
REIUR]T AXIS SYg?EII TO StTUATION ON E]TIERING SUEROUTINE
ceLL 9H!FT3(0. e.O.e, -StZ t
CALL RO?r?3(1,90.0)
cAtL 9HtF?3(0. e,O.C. -gl?t
CALL RoTAT3(e,-9e.e)
crLL 5H!FT3(0. O.O.e, -SlZr
RETUNN
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10.2 3D functions with hidden line relroval
The SYSl.LIBERTY librar', contains two subroutines for the
representation of three dimensional functions with hidden
line removal.
The first one, name<l SRFACE, has been obtained frorn the
ilational Centre for: Atnosnhe::ic P.esearci-r, Boulden,
Colorqdo, USA.
It is a very sophisticateC routine with man\./ ontions.
Ilor.revel: as the prerraration of the input data is rather
complicated and error Drone, it rvi1l not be descrihed here
-in detail. Proqrannmers who are looking for more ontions as;
are given by the rtore sin'p1e routine CA-RPET, nav contact
the Support Group for the description o! the SRTACE
routine.
lq.2.1 CARPET
CARPET is a sirnfilified rzersion of SP.I"ACE, r.rith the GIrIo-F
clefinition of the axis-svsten. The drartring surface is
the X-Y plane anC the z-axis is rrerpendicular to the
<lrawing surface in the direction of the observer.
The calling sequence is:
CALL CAR.PET (Y, Z,Y,i X,]{2, S, l]f :N)
in which:
X is a linear array with <linension lI){, containinq
strictly b-rr nonotonic increasing X rraLues. Eoual
spacing is not rerlui::er1 .
Z is a linear array with dimensiolr liz containing the
values of the second independent variable.
Y is a two-dinensional natrix vrith dinensions N'( ancl
"trZ, containinc{ the function valr-res. The Y values
must be of the sarne rnaqnitude as th.e :{ anl z
values. 
,S is a linear arrav, dimension 3, containino the
coordinates of the viewooint. The line of siqht is
S -(0,0,0). The best pictures are obtaineC if thedistance is 5 to'1 0 tineq r-he size of the nroleeteC
bodv.SIZE the imaqe will be dra'^rn aDnroxillatelv in a s.ruare
r.rith sides of SIZII centi'letres. The position of
the pen before drar.rinq, r,i1I be the lef t-under
corner of the square.
ItrXrlIZ are the di'nensions of the arrat/s YrZ ancl the natrix
Y as prerriousll'snecified. The ar:ra)rs and the
inatrix should be dirnensioned rvith exactl'/ these
sizes in the callinq sequence. It is not oossible
to plot onlv a part of a larqer Y-'natrix.
Lilritations:
rrx { 50
rtrx*llz < 1000
-52-
The subroutine C-\p"PET ptots f-he 3D fgn4!i-6;n irff,ll r:he
hidden linets renoved. ff the r)l:ocrrarruner \,rants to dra'r a
"skirt", he mav a<ld zero \ralues around the .* matr-i.x as is
done in the exannle.
-53-
10.2.2 Exam
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Appendix: A
STRUCTU'I.E OF TIIE T:ITER}4EDIATE FILE
The basic elernents of the Internediate File are expresserl j.n
bytes. The shortest elenent is one byte. other functions nee,l.
up to nine l:r7tes. The general configuration is as folLorvs:
N-byte K-byte LL code
?ire rl-l)yte contains a f ixecl nuriber which indicates theparticular meanin,T of the function and defines as sucl'r also the
nunber of associated bvt-es. There are thus 255 differentfunctions nossible of which, for the here n:resented
configur:ation, onlv 5 are used.
* l1=1 The function defines a Dennoverlent from the present
rrositj.on to a posrtion as snecit'ied by the xry
coordinates.
The f j-rst bit of the ]:.-byte is called the "mode-hit" .If the node bit is zero, the coordinates are specified
incremental.
If the mode bit is one, the coorclinates are given as
absolute values in relation to the loryer-left angle of
the drawing surface.
The value of K, without the mode-bit, defines the pen
node:
1i=?. pen down (rrritrng)ii=3 pen un (no writing)
K=0 no modification in pen mode
The LL code in the third byte defines the number ofbytes for respectively the x coordinates and y
coordinates. If the coordinates are defined as
incremental (mode bit in I( byte is zero), the LL code
contains also the siqn according to the following table
coorrdinates
LxE\1,
1
1
t
I
1
'tl
1
1
1
'|
I
1
1
11
1
'l
't 1 byte
2 2 bytes
3 3 bytes
5 1 byte
5 2 bytes
7 3 bytes
16 1 byte
gi2 2 bYtes
48 3 bytes
Bo 1 byte
96 2 bytes
112 3 bytes
x pos
x pos
x pos
x neg
x neg
x neg
y pos
y pos
y pos
y neg
y neg
y neg
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The following bytes contairrs either the absolute x andy coordinates or the incremental distances.
The coordinates are specified as intseger qrunbers ',,rith
an accuracv of 0.001 cn. 2o save sDace and naintain
the accuraclz, one in ten values is given as absolute
value and the follor.ring nine are specified incremental.
Horvever this ratio may be changed easily; see thedescription of the routine BUEFSR.
N=3 Defines the end of the Inter:ruediate File. ?his function
does not contain other arguments.
\
N=4 Closes one huffer record.
contain other argunents.
This function does not
N=6 other pen colour is wanted. The i( by'.e contains the
number of the nehrpen.
N=7 Initiates a ner* picture segment. The following K byte.
contains the number of the segment, K< 255. Thisfeature allows for partial graphic output. One mayinstruct the device oriented programs to -draw only
specific pictures from the Intermediate File.
An:, other functions can be added erith other oositive values 6f
rr-, with the limitation that a complete set of values is of the
format:
N rxrYrK
in which
N and K are of integer*A tyne and
X and Y are of real+4 type
Depending on the iignificance of the N value, some of the other
arguments mav be omitted.
Additional cprions, specified b1z N, need rodifications of the
routines BLTPFER and IIEADB.
The coripressing of the data as explained before, is performed
by the routine BUFFDR.
Presently the Intermediate FiIe is composed of records of 800bytes. Each record is ended with one byte of value 4. The
Intermediate File recognizes only one coordinate systemi the(0,0) point is always the lower-Ieft point of the drahring
surface and cannot be replaced.
The units of lenghts are centimeters.
The maximum field fcr a single distance is 3 bytes, which
corresponds to a maximr:rn value of 16777 crt, that linits the
size of the drawings in both directions.
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Appendix B:
List of suhroutines
The following list of subroutines is not exhaustivei the GINO
manuals contain many other functions. Ilowever, the here
mentioned subroutines are largely sufficient for the common use
of the graphic faciLities and it is not advisable to applj, other
rorrtines than these because of probable errors.
The list specifies the manual for consultj-ng:
GF - $tanual GINO-IF
CG 
- 
I,lanua1 GIIIOGRAF(;Z 
- 
IIanuaI GINOZONF;
GB - Green tsool'. on Graphics, this .rolume
Tire last colunn specif.ies the souLce of the routines. Sone
routines are modified by the Conputinq Cenre, to allow for
necessary standardizations or simplification of use.
CAD - Computer Aided Design, CambridgeJF.C - Joint Research Centre
IICAR 
- National Centre for Atmosl>heric Research, Colorado,
u. s. A.
II{SL - Internat.ionaL l{athenatical and Statistica} Library
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GF CADGF CADGF CADGF CADGF CADGF CADGC CADGG CADGG CADGG CNDGF CADG6 CADGF CADGB JRCGB JRC.NCAGF CADGF CADGF CTDGF CADGF CEDGF CADGF CEOGF CEDGF CED
6F,GB CADGF CAD
OF,GB CAD
GF,GB CADGF CEDGF CEDGF CADGF CADGF CEDGF CEDGF CEDGF CftDGB JRCGG CADGG CADCG CED
ARCBVA
APCBY3
AFCINC
ARCf0a
ARCTO3
APCTOL
AX I DRA
AXILAB
AX I POs
AXISCA
AXON3
BARCHA
BRO(EN
BUFFEP
CARPE ?
CHAAI
CHAANC
CHNAFK
o{AA5C
CHACEN
CHAEXO
CHAESC
CHAFIX
CHAFLO
CHAHOL
CHAINI
cHASLtI
cHAZls
CURSYA
CUR?OA
DASENO
DA9HED
DRAUA
DRAU3
ERRNAX
FP0i3
CEND
ORAEAR
GRECUI
CR'F
I
(n
co
I
RELT1IUE DRAU AD ARC
RELATIUE DRAU 3D ARC
ACCURACV OF ERCS
A8sOLU?E ED EFCS
ABSOLUTE 3D ARCS
TOLERANCE OF ARCS
DRAU ATi AXIS
DRAU LABELS FOR AXI9
DEFINE POSITION OF AXIS
DEFINE ?VPE OF SCNLING FOR EXI9
AXONOI'IETRIC UIEUI,IPOIN?
COI1PLETE BARCHARISEI LINE IIODE
OUIPUT lC INTEPI'IEDIA?E FILE
3D FUNC?ION9 UI?H HIDDEN LINE RENOUAL
CHAFATER OU?PUT FPON AI ERRAV
ORIENTATION OF 9TRITTG
CHARACTER OUTPUT FROI'I ARRAV
CHAPACTER OUTPUT ASCII ilUIIBER
ONE CHAPAC?ER CENTEPED OUTPUT
CHARACTER SPEC IFICATION EXOUIRY
ESCAPE CHARECTER DEFINITION
INTEGER NUIIEEF9
REAL TTUNBER9
CHARACIER OUTPUT
OUTPU?s III?EGER A9 DECTNAL
CHARNCTER TRAHSFORNETION St'ItCH
DEFINE CHARACTER SIZE
SNOO?H CURUE ED IiICREIIENTEL
SIIOOTI{ CURUE 2D ABSOLUTE
LINE NODE ENOUIRV
sET LINE NODE
DRAU IIULTI POIN? LII{E AD INCREIIE'I?AL
DRTU NULTI POINT LINE 3D IilCRENEN?AL
9ET NAXIiUN NUNEER OF ERRORS
PEFSPECTIVE PNOJECTION UIEUUPOINT
LASI GRAPHTC CALL OBLIGATOTY
DRAU IARS IN PRESET AXIS 9V9TEN
DRAU SNOOTH CURUE I]I PRESE? AXIs SYSTEII
DRTU CONPLE?E OREPH
I(Jr
\o
GRAHIS DRAII /I5TOGRAI'I IN PRESE? AXIS SYSTEIIGRALIN STRAI';tIT LINE ACCORDING TO GRAPHICAL AXIS
GRAIIOU i'IOUE PEN ACCOPDING TO GRAPHICAL AXIg
GRAPOL PLOT CURUE IN PRE9ET AXI9 SYSTEIIGRA9PA SPECIFY SPACE COORDINATE9 OF FUNCTION POINT
GRA9YI't 9VI'IBOLS OtI CERTAIN POITTTS OF FUI{CTIONGPEYSI GREV LEUEL SINULATION FOR POLY6ONSGRID TV9E OF BAC(GROUND FOP IiRAPHSGSTART FIRST GRAPHIC CALL OBLIGATORVHISCHA COI'IPLE?E HISTOGRAIIITALIC DPAU FOLLOI.'ING CHARNIEFS IIALICLINEVE STRAIGHI LINE DRAUITTG I}ICREI'tEN?ALLINBY3 STNAIGH? LINE 3D INCRENEN1ALLINTOE STRAIGH1 LINE AD AB9OLUTELINTO3 9TRNIGHT LINE 3D AB9OLUTE
NOUBYA NOil-DFAUING I1OUE AD INCREFIEN1AL
I'IOUBY3 NOH-DEAUING NOUE 3D INCPEIlENIALt'routoa Norr-DRiu!NG nquE aD AlSoLUTE
I'IOUTO3 NON-DfIAUING NO'.'E 3D AB9OLU1E
PENETTO PEN COLOUR EITOUIRY
PENSEL PEII COLOUF DEFTNITIONPICTNO 9EGI1ENTING DPAUINGS IN 5EOUE}I1IAL ORIEFPIECHA COIIIPLETE PIECHf{PlPIEPAP PIECHARTFPAI'IEPIE9EG INSERIg 9EOI'IEi{I II{ CURRENT PIECFART FR9I1EPIESE? RE91oPES DEFAULI PIECHART FPHnE
POLBYA fiULTt POINT LINE AD INCRENENTALPOL8Y3 I'IULTI POINT LINE 3D INCREI'IEN?ALPOLTOA NULTI POINI LIilE AD ADSOLU?EPOLTO3 I'IUL?I POINT LINE 3D AESOLUTEPOSPIC PEN POSI'ION ENOUIR'/ PICTURE COORDIIiATE9
POS5P6 PEN POSITION ENOUIRV SPNCE COORI'INATESPROJ3 PERSPECTIU€ UIEUU UIEUUPOINlREADI READ FROI'I IN?ERNEDIATE FILEROTE?A ROTATIOH ADROTAT3 NOTA?ION 3DSCTLEA SCALE FACTOR9 FOR X AND YSCALE3 9CALE FACTORS FOR X, Y EilD Z9CALE SCILE FAC?OR FOR ALL DITENSTOTIS
SHEARE SHEARIIiC FOR EITI{ER X OR Y
GG CALGG CAIGG CA[,GG CAD
GG, GB CAI1G6 CADGB JRT-GG CADGB JPCGG (,ADGF CAT,,
6F , GB CADGF COD
GF, GB ( HDGF CADGF 
'AL,GF CC,D
GT, GB ( AD
..t c rDGF CADiF CAI)GB JRCGG CADG3 CAt'GG CADCG CADGF CrlDGF CHDGF CADGE CNDGF 
'ADI.F CAGF CADG8 JRC
GF,GB CAD
,;F CADGF CNDGF CAI)ti. cADCF CAD
GF CAD
:ffiiii i5[E ll8.l-^i?s aD INcRE'rEtrrAL dr'* cnltiliiii lgxE,i'3F[^l8i;,i;"iriiiTETiIi,,*.n,.,,,,,,,.. !! il!
:iffEs: BEIHsxEEilllii'iE1i;;;l:vlitilil rtiiEili!ffi E; EigSYIIB\'3 DRAU A SERIES OIaYnroa DRAU A SEFIES ol
svr,rro3 ep61,1 I gERIES or iEiiiEiEi 6iiieoIi-lP. eisorurr GF cAD
TRTBEG sroPEs coPY or cuiiL'ii'iinisioirleriors GF cAD
+A;;i; iE5idiei-uasi riiii'sFijineiions GF ctD
TRAN5F rRexsFonnntlox gttticx cF cADiifrit6b iEi ib-uriioon 3F 3:BurNDo3 sET 3D ullDou ii aADUIIIDOU I.'INDOUSUITCHXGRAF' COI'IPLETE GFAPHS A' FORMET GB JRCidi;ii ;oi'i'piEiE cnepxs iii ioHnat--- 68 JRcldia;- ao'ri cinUe-io LAsi-niis sysrqn GB JPciiiSir C6frpiEii-xi5rooiAn"iii-roqtrA! GB JRciiiiSid coiip[ErE iiisrooilii'i iis ioiiinr GB JRc
XPRPLT GRAPHS BY LII{EPFINTER G3 JRC'INg
I
Olo
I
APPENDIX Ctl ttt I tl rl
LIST (1F GINO ERRORSllritttrtlttttrtrtl
I L.ALL TO GINO BEFORE DEUICE NONINNTED
A PICBEG BEFORE DEUIC€ NONINATION3 PICEND OUTSIDE PICTURE SEGI'IENT
. TOO I.iAH\' ERRORS,PROGRAI'I HALTED
55 NO DEUICE NONIilE?ED,PROCRAII HALTED? NO CALL TO DEVEIiD IN PROGRA]I8 DEUICE NOT AUAILEBLE9 OUALIFVINC ROUTINE CALLED AFTER DEUICE INI?IALIZATION
TO CURSOR NOT EUAILAELEII CURSOR NISREADIA CHARACTER 9TRING ILLEGALLV TERI'III{A?ED IN CALL ?O CURDEFI3 ILLEGAL CHARACTER AFTER ESCAPE CHERACTER IN CURDEFI4 UND€FINED CURSOR FUNCTION
15 CALL TO CURSOR BEFORE CALL TO CURDEF
1q CROSS NOT AUAILABLE
: : TNPUT RECORD OF INCORRECI LENCTH ENCOUNIERED IN 8AC(-END
18l9
a0 PAPEP PEoUE9TED JS T')0 LARGEAI ATTEIIPT TO DRAU OUER X NEGATIUE I1ARGIN
AA AITEI'IPT TO DRAUI OUER X FOSITIVE IIARGI^I
A3 A??€I.IPT IO DRAU OUER Y NEGAT I UE I'IAR6I N2' A7?EI'IPT TO DRAU OUER Y POgITIUE I'IAPGIN
AS AITET'IPT '' DRAU OUER Z NEGATIU€ I'IAPGIN?5 ArlErlPt I ORAU OuER Z POSIIIUE fiARGIN
A? ATTEI1PT T( POSIIION ANCHOR OP COPY SEGIIENT OUTSIDE DEUICE LII'III9A8 CALL TO PI,:BY UIIH 9EGNEN? I,'ITH UI1DEFIflED ANCHOR
e930 FIELD UIDIH GREATEP THAN 3A IN CHAIilT, CHAFLO OR CHAFIX31 NUi4EER T00 LAPGE FrrR FIELD IN CHAINT
3A CHARACTEP STRiNG INCORPECTLY ?ER[IINAIED33 ILLEGAL CHERAC?ER AFTEF E"CAFE CHARACTEP3' NORE ?HAI{ 6 DECII'IAL PLACES IN CHAFIX35 CHARACTER NOT AUAILABLE OiT OUTPUT DEUICE36 A??EI'IPT TO POSI?ION OUTSIDE DEUICE LTIIIIS USING CHAPOS3? ATTEIIP? TO DEFTNE TLLEGAL ESCAPE CHARECIEP
38
39
.O CIRCL€ IIOT DEFINED It{ ARC ROUTINES1t
.A SPACEPOS OUT OF DATE .IN ARC OR IRC ROU'I]TEs
.3 I{O NON-TRIUIAL ITICRENENTS GIUEN IN CURUE ROUTINES
I
ol
I
Io\N
I
.{ ONE NOTT-TRIUIEL INCRENENT GIUEN UI?H I]TCONSIS?E'IT E'TD
CONDI'ION IN CURUE ROUTI}'IEs{5
a5
a7
a8
49
50 DASH LEilG?H PLUS DOT LEilGTH GFEE?ER THAN PEPEAT LENGTH Ifl DASHEDSI ILLEGTL LINE TVPE IN CALL TO DASHED
5a
53 TOO NANY PENS IEOUESTED5' ILLEGAL OPEETTION ON PEH
55 UTTEUAILABLE PEil NEOUESTED
56
s7
58
s9
5C CALL ?O ?RAEiD EEFORE COIRISPOI{DII{G CELL fO TRTEEG
6T TR'!EG'f TTES?ED IIORE ?HAN TEN DEEP
6a AXIS oUT OF RfftGE llr R0Tr?3
53 SP.CEPOS our OF DA?E lN PoS9PA
51
55 CURREI{? ?IaIISFOR,IETIOfi CONTEIil P€RSPECIIUE BUT PROGRAII
DOES I{OT CELL PENSPEC?IUE ROU?INE66 ILLEGAL EICUNEN?S ?O UtEt'SE
6?
68
59
?o
?E ILLEGAL CHAFACTER FOLLOI"S EgCEPE CHARAC1ER IiT (EVDEF OR (EYARR?I EIID OF PROCESSING FOLLOUS 
"' 
IN SUE-STRING OF (EY DEFINITIONS?A NUIIERIC OR PFII{T CHERACTER FOUND UHERE ,,' EXPEC?ED IN KEV LISI73 
'IUiERIC 
OR PRINT CHARAC?ER FOU].{D UHERE ,,' EXPECTED IN
IiPLENENT tIS??. IilT'ALID IIIPLEiENT gPECIFIED IIt (EY DEFIIiITIOilS?s ,,' FouilD In tllPLEnEnt Ll9??5 ,,, FOUITD UHERE NUiEIIC EXPECTED IN IiPLEI!E'T? LISI?? PIITT? CHERACTER FOUND gHERE 
'IUIIERIC 
EXPECTED IN IITPLENENT LIST78 ',/', FOLLOUS ,,' In IiPLEiET{r LIST
?9
80 SEGiENI IIUiIER OUT OF ICTIGE8I CELL TO IIODE'TD IEFORE CORRISPONDING CALL ?O ]IODBEG
8A DT?T ?VPE OUT OF RI'TGE IN EUESE? OR EUEDEL
83
8a
8586 (EY DEFIilIIIOlt STIIilG IilCORNECTLV ?EFllINTTEDt? iIXIiU'I ELLOI'CD IiUIIIEI OF (EY D€FITTI?IONS EXCEEDEO88 ItrUtLlD CHtlrCt€R Fout{D In (Ey DEFIiltTIOfr STRTNG - IGNORE89 ILLEG'L UIrP'CXI]IG FOIII'I REOUES'ED tII (€YARR
90 OUTPUT LTTIIT EXCEEDED91 END OF FILE OR TAPE REECHED
9e
939{
9S
96
9?
98
99
lEO SVSTEN ERROF - PL€TSE CONSULT PROGRENNING ADUISORIOI sVsTEI' ERROR - PLEASE COI{5ULT PROCRAi|NING ADUISORlea
le3
10,1
r05
re6
to?
r08
109
ITO FILE IN UROIiG COD€ FOR PICTURtIt PICTURE NOT FOUND IN PICTURIIA ILLEGNL CODE IN PICTUPIt3 CELL TO DASHED OR ERO(EN REOUIRED IN PROGRAIIII' CALL TO ARC ROUTI'IE REOUIRED IN PROGRAITI15 CALL TO SYITBOL REOUIRED IN PROGRAIT116 CALL TO DOT REOUIRED IN PROGRANIt?
118 CELL TO DASHED R€OUIRED tN PROGRAN
119
rAO ILLEGAL APGUI'IENT TO UTNDOUtet
taa
tez
r?3
t21
tas
I
o\
I
Iott
LIST OF GINOGRAF ERRORS
t rll r I rr l ttttr tlrllll, I
1 NUNBER OF COLUIINS NECATIUE OR ZEROA UALUE FOR LOG AXIS I{EGA'IUE OR ZERO3 HI5TOGRA]'I TVPE AXIS NOl SPECIFIED . DEFAULT ASSUNED
,I ERROR IN LOG DATA
s
6
?
8I
t0tt
1t
t?t3 X-UALUE NEGATIUE OR ZERO FOP LOG EXIS
14 Y.UALUE NEGATIUE OR ZERO FON LOG AXISI5 NUIIBER OF POIIITS TO EE JOINED NEGAIIUE OR ZERO
15 NUI'IBER OoF 9vn80;15 T0 BE PLo?TED NEGATIUE 0n ZERO
17 AXIS LENGTII NEGNTIUE OR ZERO
r8 AXIS SCALLINGING TYPE OUT OF RENGE - DEFAUTL? ASSUI'IED
19 NUI'I8ER OF INTERUALS IIEGATIUE OR ZERO
AO RANGE OF UALUES ZERO
To: Computj-nc, Surroort Ll-brary
l{s. A. Carnbon
Building 36
Div. 1 Dep. A
,TRC Euratom
21020 Tspra
Italy
I \.rant to be registered as a user o+ t[re graphics facilities of
the .rRC, Ispra Establishnent, and r.ri11 consequentlv receive in
the future the updates to thi-s nanual.
]lame: .
Address:.....
Signature:.....
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